Another language for expressing "knowing that" is given together with axioms and rules of inference and a Kripke type semantics. The formalism is extended to time-dependent knowledge. Completeness and decidability theorems are given. The problem of the wise men with spots on their foreheads and the problem of the unfaithful wives are expressed in the formalism and solved.
Introduction
The need to represent information about who knows what in intelligence computer programs was the original motivation for this work. For example, a program that plans trips must know that travel agents know who knows the availability of rooms in hotels. An early problem is how to represent what people know about other people's knowledge of facts, and even the know!edge of propositions treated in this paper presented some problems that were not treated in previous literature.
We started with the following well known puzzle of the three wise men: A king wishing to know which of his three wise men is the wisest, paints a white spot on each of their foreheads, tells them at least one spot is white, and asks each to determine the color of his spot. After From KO-K3 and C l-C5 it is possible to prove S3*p3. CO is not used in the proof. In some sense C4 and C5 should not be required. Looking at the problem sequentially, it should follow that S 1 does not know p 1 initially, and that even knowing that, S2 doesn't know p2.
In order to proceed further with the problem, model theoretic semantics is necessary. In what follows, however, we will deal with the puzzle of unfaithful wives (cf. $4) rather than that of three wise men, because the latter may be considered as a simplified version of the former. To do so we must extend the system K5 to KT5 in which one can treat the notion of time as well. We will use slightly different notations in the following sections since they are convenient to denote time and have similarity to those used in ordiary modal logics.
We briefly describe the Hilbert-type formulation of the system KT5 in $2, and its model theory in 93. Finally, we will sketch the outline of the solution to the puzzle of unfaithful wives in this formalism in 54. The reader is referred to Sato 121 for details. .
The Formal Systelns

Basic Language
The basic language L is a triple (Pr, Sp, N'), where 
Well formed formulas
The set of well formed formulas is defined to be the least set wff such that:
WI) lEWff, ow pr c wff , (W3) a, 0 E wff implies Da/3 E wff , (PM) S E Sp, t E T, a E WJ'J implies Sta E Wjf .
The symbols 1 and =) denote j'&e and implicution, respectively.
We will make use of the following abbreviations: 
Hilbert-type system
We now define the modal system KT5. The axiom schemata for KT5 are as follows: Given any model M, we define a relation I= E W x Wff as follows:
a=(b@Y
a -EStlP => IU I= iff for all w' E W such that (w, w') E Y(S, t), w' f= p.
We will write "W I= a (in M)" if we wish to make M explicit. A formula a is said to be valid in 
Soundness of KT5models
We now wish to show that each formula provable in KT5 is valid in any KT5-model. 
The Puzzle of Unfaithful Wives
We begin by explaining the notions of knowledge base and knowledge set, which are fundamental for our formalization of the puzzle of unfaithful wives.
Knowledge set and knowledge base Let L be any language. We will make the notion of the totality of one's knowledge explicit by the following definitions: 
Informal presentation of the puzzle
The puzzle of unfaithful wives is usually stated as follows:
There was a country in which one million married couples inhabited. Among these one million wives, 40 wives were unfaithful. The situation was that each husband knew whether other men's wives were unfaithful but he did now know whether his wife was unfaithful. One day (call it the first day), the King of the country publicized the following decree:
(0 There is at least one unfaithful wife.
(ii) Each husband knows whether other men's wives are unfaithful or not.
(iii)
Every night (from tonight) each man must do his deduction, based on his knowledge so far, and try to prove whether his wife is unfaithful or not.
(iv)
Each man, who has succeeded in proving that his wife is unfaithful, must chop off his wife's head next morning.
(4 Every morning each man must see whether somebody chops off his wife's head.
(vi> Each man's knowledge before this decree is publicized consists only of the knowledge about other men's wive's unfaithfulness.
The problem is "what will happen under this situation?" The answer is that on the 41St day 40 unfaithful wives will have their heads chopped off. We will treat this puzzle in a formal manner.
Formal treatment of the puzzle
We will treat this puzzle by assuming that there are k (11) married couples in the country. Then the language L -(Pr, Sp, T) adequate for this puzzle will be:
T -N+.
where Si denotes t+?A husband, pi means that SI)s wife is unfaithful and t E T denotes tth day.
Let {*+ -(+, -Jk denote the k-fold Cartesian product of the vector space GF ( where ci E I*) and Pf(P 7) denotes pi (lpi, resp.). We put n = k Image(n) and no = n-1 A p 3 . We also use n to denote arbitrary element in n. Now Since the meta-notions such as knowledge base and provability (I-) cannot be expressed directly in our language, we were forced to interpret the King's decree into r in a somewhat indirect fashion. Now, if we read Eq(*) as the definition of r, then we find that the definition is circular, since in order that r may be definable by Eq(*) it is necessary that B,(Sin) are already defined, whereas B,(Sin) are defined in terms of r in Eqs(n, i, n). So, we will treat these equations as a system c -(E&, i, n) 1 n E no, i E (k), n E T) u (Eq(*)) of equations with the unknowns (B,(Sin) I n E II',, i E (k), n E Tj and r. We will solve c under the following conditions: (*) For any n E n0, ru{n) is consistent. .
(-1))
For any n E I10 and Sin, B,(Sin) is a knowledge base for Sin.
We think these conditions are natural in view of the intended meanings of r and B,(Sin). 
d-i)-t) . . . cii-)-&it) . . . &it,
and for any R -n(c) E n, we put n(ti) -n(+i)) , n(4) -n(E (--f) ) .
We also put EO -E-(O) -E-I-. . .-).
We define a KTS-model M -<Eg; Y, v> as follows:
(9
(El 6) E y(Sjln) iff
(a) E = 6 pbt) t@S -t.. .t-t . . . t and n < lldti)ll -ll&i)ll.
(ii)
(cl 6) E dOI 4 tff (c) E -8 . pdr ) n < ~~N44ll 
